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The results of this experiment are compared with a recent theoretical and numerical investigation of fatigue crack initiation in the notch root of notched quasi-brittle structures where the loading directions are known to be close to the mechanical
axis (MA) of the specimen, and with a finite element analysis of steel fatigue crack initiation. The general agreement between experiment and theory for fatigue crack initiation results indicates the accuracy of the theoretical approach. The results of

the finite element analysis in which the strain distributions in the notch root were controlled are in good agreement with those of experiment for the fatigue crack initiation threshold in the notch root, where good agreement was obtained in the
range of crack depths to be considered in the mechanical analysis The location examined was a 3.4mm deep, four notch-root, V-shaped AISI 1045 steel plate. Six locations from the centre of the specimen were selected for measurement. The test
was conducted at three different stress-ratios, 0.1, 0.3, and 0.5. Each location was taken as the fatigue crack initiation threshold in the study. The results for the locations were then compared with theoretical analysis and finite element analysis.

Careful design of the notch root was required to ensure its position did not have an effect on the quality of the crack. In this case, the notch root had a rounded cross section to ensure that the notch root did not affect the quality of the crack, and to
ensure that the load was transferred through the notch root to the specimen.
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you can hold the probe tip vertically
so that the tip is pointed vertically

towards the safe. strike the tip
against the safe repeatedly while

rocking the tip back and forth until
the tip breaks off. alternatively, you
can hold the tip vertically and strike

against the side of the safe. repeating
these actions will result in the tip
breaking off. insert the probe tip

horizontally so that the tip is pointing
downwards. strike the tip against the

inside of the safe. repeating this
action will break off the rest of the tip
as the tip pushes in towards the safe.
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again, you can use the side of the
safe for similar purposes. you can
insert the probe tip horizontally so

that the tip is pointing upwards. strike
the tip against the underside of the
lock plate. repeating this action will

cause the tip to bend and the end will
break off. again, you can use the side

of the safe for similar purposes.
potential causes of checks: poor

joining of the bolt head to the washer.
the bolt should be lightly tapped on

the washer to spread the washer and
tighten the joint. ideally, the joint

should have no gaps and notched bolt
heads. poor washer to bolt head

clearance. fatigue cracks from cycles
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in service. as with most metalworking
operations, the cutting operation will
leave a small amount of metal on the
end of the part. to remove the burr,

place the metal in a vessel with
crushed ceramic beads. acrylic paint

or ink can be used to colour the
material for identification. the mixture

should be air-dried and then gently
worked to remove any remaining

burr. the bead should have a regular
shape without any indentations. the

bead can then be used for fine
finishing operations. 5ec8ef588b
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